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Sarah Lerner was a London-based lawyer at the time ... The
feminist mantra, “The personal is political”, was the
foundational theory that built the anti-rape movement. The
phrase was coined ...
The long fight to criminalise rape in marriage
Susan Lerner, executive director of Common Cause New
York, which promoted adoption of the ranked choice system,
noted that Tuesday's discrepancy was due to human error,
not a defect inherent in ...

Few books illuminate a domain of clinical inquiry as superbly
as Psychoanalytic Perspectives on the Rorschach. Paul
Lerner has written a comprehensive text that offers a richly
detailed, multidimensional vision of the Rorschach as the
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ideal medium for operationalizing, testing, and in some
instances transforming contemporary clinical theory. For
psychoanalytic therapists, the book provides a fascinating
overview of how the coevolution of psychoanalytic theory and
Rorschach technique has created new possibilities for
conceptual integration. Lerner explores recent advances in
our ability to operationalize such clinical concepts as splitting,
dissociation, and false-self organization. He then reviews how
these advances have been applied to research into psychic
organization across different diagnostic categories, including
anorexia and bulimia, aggressive and psychopathic
personality, and schizotypal disorders. Finally, Lerner shows
how the resulting data offer a unique vantage point from
which to clarify such critical topics as developmental object
relations and the structure of primitive experience. Rorschach
scholars will appreciate Lerner's informed discussions of
theorists as diverse as Rapaport and Schachtel, Exner and
Mayman, Schafer and Leichtman. Rorschach students, for
their part, will find the book an unusually lucid introduction to
test administration, scoring, interpretation, and report writing.
Even here, however, Lerner's breadth and originality are
apparent, for his exposition of these testing fundamentals
incorporates fresh discussions of the nature of the Rorschach
test, the impact of the patient-examiner relationship, and the
value of the test in treatment planning. Timely, definitive, and
uniquely integrative, Psychoanalytic Perspectives on the
Rorschach will be valued by students, clinicians, and
researchers well into the next century.
Exner's Comprehensive System has attracted so much
attention in recent years that many clinicians and personality
researchers are unaware that alternative Rorschach scoring
systems exist. This is unfortunate, because some of these
systems have tremendous clinical value. Scoring the
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Rorschach: Seven Validated Systems provides detailed
reviews of the best-validated alternative approaches, and
points to promising new paths towards the continued growth
and refinement of Rorschach interpretation. The editors set
the stage with an extended introduction to historical
controversies and cutting-edge empirical methods for
Rorschach validation. Each chapter presents a different
Rorschach scoring system. A brief history is followed by
detailed information on scoring and interpretation, a
comprehensive summary of evidence bearing on construct
validity, and discussion of clinical applications, empirical
limitations, and future directions. A user-friendly scoring
"manual" for each system offers readers practical guidance.
The systems tap a broad array of content areas including ego
defenses, thought disorder, mental representations of self
and others, implicit motives, personality traits, and potential
for psychotherapy. All psychologists seriously engaged in the
work of personality assessment will find in this book welcome
additions to their professional toolkits.
With the integration of a modern object relations theory, a
comprehensive psychodynamic developmental theory, and a
clinically based psychology of the self into the mainstream of
classical psychoanalytic theory, new models of personality
development and psychopathology are emerging. These
newer models, in turn, by broadening the conceptual basis for
studying people by means of the Rorschach, have sparked a
significant resurgence of interest in the test. This book
examines the clinical and research uses of the Rorschach to
the entire spectrum of primitive or developmentally earlier
mental states, including narcissistic disturbances, eating
disorders, victims of incest, and disturbances in gender
identity. -- Publisher description.
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First authoritative and comprehensive study in the field of
Inkblot Personality Test, this book describes the historical
roots of the three major projective inkblot measures: the
Rorschach, the Holtzman Inkblot Technique (HIT) and the
Somatic Inkblot Series (SIS). It presents the extensive
psychometric background work accompanying the normative
data and diagnostic indicators along with indices for selecting
executives in a business organization. The book begins with
a detailed history of Hermann Rorschach and his early
experiments with inkblots in the diagnosis of mentally ill
patients. Special attention is given to the administration and
scoring of the Rorschach, with the sections detailing the
systems developed by Klopfer and Exner. The HIT and SIS
are also reviewed in detail, emphasizing their psychometric
qualities.

This newly revised edition to The Clinical and Forensic
Assessment of Psychopath: A Clinician's Guide brings new
chapters on psychopathy in women, brain imaging,
assessment and treatment in schools, and more, in addition
to the updated original chapters. With its in-depth research on
psychopathy, accumulating findings from over the past 40
years and applying them to procedures and methods, it is
essential for all of those who face mental health, correctional,
or court settings. This edition is an excellent resource for
experienced professionals and their trainees, as well as
students who need a go-to book between the research and
practice on the assessing of psychopathy.
The contributors to this volume demonstrate that projective
testing offers a new opportunity for clarifying the relationship
between borderline disorder and the more familiar forms of
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mental illness.
Rorschach Assessment of Psychotic Phenomena takes the
reader beyond where James H. Kleiger’s original work,
Disordered Thinking and the Rorschach, left off. This new
book offers readers a number of conceptual bridges between
Rorschach characteristics commonly associated with
psychotic phenomena and a range of psychological,
neurocognitive, and psychoanalytic constructs that help
psychologists move beyond static, test-bound interpretations
of scores and indices. Beginning with a broad-based
understanding of disordered thinking and reality testing,
Kleiger provides an updated review of the contributions of
past Rorschach luminaries and contemporary figures who
have helped make the Rorschach a robust tool for assessing
aspects of psychotic-level experience. The contributions of
major figures are highlighted and assessed in terms of their
empirical, conceptual, and practical implications. In addition to
providing a balanced, respectful review of each of these
leading figures and the systems they developed, Kleiger
offers a new way of organizing and conceptualizing what is
currently understood about Rorschach scoring variables
pertaining to psychotic phenomena. Kleiger’s aim is to help
Rorschach practitioners not only consolidate their grasp of
key scoring variables and what each means about an
individual’s thought processes and internal experiences, but
also expand their clinical understanding of the psychotic
phenomena being assessed. He includes a wide range of
psychotic phenomena, like negative symptoms, cognitive
impairment, magical thinking, and impairment of insight, all of
which are subjects of diagnostic interest when using the
Rorschach with psychotically prone individuals. The final
section on psychopathology looks at how the Rorschach is
useful in differential diagnosis of primary psychoses and
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those conditions that may include secondary psychotic
phenomena. In step with contemporary DSM-5 standards,
Kleiger organizes his discussion of severe psychopathology
in a manner consistent with how psychotic phenomena are
currently understood in the clinical and scientific literature. In
addition to reviewing key clinical characteristics of these
conditions, along with Rorschach contributions to the
diagnosis of these disorders, he also focuses his lens on the
Rorschach assessment of malingered psychosis and
psychotic phenomena in children and adolescents. Written
with the same well-researched attention to detail and
integrative style as Kleiger's earlier work, Rorschach
Assessment of Psychotic Phenomena will prove invaluable to
clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and psychoanalysts
interested in understanding and assessing psychosis. ?

Critical appreciations of George A. De Vos, a pioneer in the
cross-cultural application of projective techniques (M. SuarezOrozco, P. Lerner), and De Vos's own reminiscences, are
followed by contributions true to the spirit of De Vos's
methodology. They include a demonstration of the usefulness
of projective tests in the psychodiagnostic evaluation of
schizophrenia (J. Stone, P. Wilson & B. Boyer); an
examination of the role of historical events in the
development of Chinese and Japanese personality
characteristics (J. Connor); a review of the impact of Freudian
and Jungian thought in India (S. Kakar); and a study of loss
and grief in a community of the North American Great Plains
(H. Stein).
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